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FOUR PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE (CONT’D ON PG 3) 

In this edition of the Strokewatch, 
you should walk away with the sense that 
we are transitioning into a top-tier club 
program on the West Coast, and you will 
realize the tremendous volunteer effort 
by so many to achieve this goal.  

In May, the decision was made by 
UCLA not to renew Coach Scott 
Charette’s contract.  Coach Charette 
received heartfelt thanks from the entire 
Board and remains a friend to our 
program. 

An interview committee was 
immediately created; advertisements 
were run in the major national and 
international rowing publications, such as 
Row2k.com and Higheredjobs.com; the 
final hiring decision resting with UCLA 
Program Director Brian Smith. 

You would have smiled, just as I did, 
at some of the 40+ applications that we 
received from around the world. One 
from the Ukraine. Another from an 
individual who explained that while she 
had never rowed or coached, her 
experience with relationships and as a life 
coach would translate into top level 
coaching experience.  Or, the individual 
who told us that he had never rowed or 
coached, but had driven shells over 2400 
miles on a trailer.  

So over the summer months that 
followed, the committee vetted the 
applications, followed with phone call 
interviews, checked the applicants’ 
references, and narrowed the stack down 

to five, each 
of whom has 
top level 
international 
rowing and 
coaching 
experiences.  
Several have 
Olympic 
experience 
and medaled. 
The finalists 
were then 
flown to 
UCLA, toured 
the campus and facilities, and were 
personally interviewed by Brian and 
members of the selection committee.  It 
was an arduous, time-consuming task, 
and Brian’s attention to detail and efforts 
on our Crew’s behalf to negotiate a fair 
contract were superb.  

The final selection speaks for itself.  
Coach Simon Hoadley hails from New 
Zealand, and his previous experience 
includes leading both the University of 
Waikato and University of Canterbury in 
New Zealand. Both of these programs 
grew and developed under his leadership 
into National Champions, and were also 
involved in successful international 
racing. 

Coach Hoadley developed and 
coached many rowers to the international 
level across several different countries, 
and has previous U.S. coaching 
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 ”This has been a whirlwind first month, and firstly can 
I offer a big thank you to everyone who has been so 
welcoming and keen to help. It really is a privilege to be 
your new Head Coach, and I am excited by what we can 
achieve together. 

 If there are two 
key things I want to 
start to work on, the 
first is continuing to 
build a strong and 
m e a n i n g f u l 
connection to the 
history and tradition 
of the club. I have 
spoken to the FOUR 
B o a r d a n d t h e 
c u r r e n t a t h l e t e s 

about creating a stronger sense of identity at the 
boathouse, in particular by turning the coaching office 
into a Trophy Room where we can display some of the 
photos and cups we have accumulated over the decades. I 
also hope that by creating a dedicated space we can 
encourage some Alumni to dust off some old boxes, and 
send in some lost treasures with seldom told stories. 

 Secondly, I want to build on the great work of the 
previous coaches, and continue to drive UCLA slowly and 
steadily into the upper echelons of Collegiate Rowing. We 
all know that Cal and Washington are some of the fastest 
in the world, and that winning a Pac12 championships is 
on par with being ranked #1 globally, and we need to 
continue to aspire to closing the gap. Those programs have 

been building to their current standards over the last 50+ 
years, and so our plan must also be long term and patient 
in focus. I see a key part of my role as being a custodian 
that gets us ever closer to that lofty and difficult goal, and 
will strive to make UCLA as competitive as possible each 
season. A key change here needs to be a consistent and 
meaningful presence at the Pac 12 Championships and the 
National Championships 

 For now though those goals will just have to taunt 
and tantalize us, as our primary goal is rebuilding and 
establishing the platform that can make us faster. We have 
some clear obstacles to work through in providing 
resource and effort that match our loftier goals. One 
resourcing area where we have made some good changes is 
coaching, and I am very happy and inspired with the team 
of coaches who have risen to the challenge and joined my 
team, I look forward to them all arriving in town and 
getting to work.  

 Our next resourcing challenge is to revamp the fleet, 
and create a long term and strategic plan that means in 
any year where our athletes put the work in and have the 
capability to go fast, they know they have equipment that 
won't hold them back. 

 Finally, a comment on the athletes. They have blown 
me away with their desire to compete and achieve, and 
have been an inspiration to me. All the UCLA community 
should be proud that such a group has assembled on 
campus and is committed to carrying the UCLA Rowing 
banner high." 

-Coach Simon 

FALL, 2016

EARLY SUPPORTERS FOR THE  2016-2017 SEASON!
National Team 
($5,000+) 

IRA Champ 
($2,000 to $4,999) 
Bill Palmer ‘85 
Pac12 Champ 

($1,000 to $1,999): 
Alex Frasco ‘73 
Varsity Boat 
($500 to $999): 
Mark Fall ‘83 
Blue Chip Recruit 
(to $499): 

Ted Humphrey ‘86  
Pete Marchewka ‘69 
Don Harrier 
Kane Schaller ‘98 
Robert Arthur Nelson ‘62  
Phillip Goulding ‘73 
Roydon Steinke 

Kevin and Sonia Still ‘83 
Raymond Lewis Waters ‘55 
Donald and Cathy Pierro ‘76 

Donations from July 1, 2016 
through October 12, 2016

COACH’S CORNER- AN INTRODUCTION FROM HEAD COACH SIMON HOADLEY 

The FOUR Board would like to announce senior and team president Madelyn 
Avjean of Boulder, CO as the 2016-17 recipient of the Berkett Scholarship! 
Congratulations Maddie! Look for a full interview with Maddie and a detailed 
explanation of the criteria used to select the Berkett Scholarship in the next issue 
of Strokewatch.

BERKETT SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT 2016 - MADELYN AVJEAN  
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE, CONT’D

Brendan McEwan attended Georgetown University and rowed in the Varsity 
Lightweight Eight. In 2010 Brendan qualified for the Under 23 World Rowing 
Championships and raced for the United States in the Heavyweight Single in Brest, 
Belarus. Brendan has continued to row since his graduation. Most recently he raced and 
won the Club single at the 2015 Head of the Charles Regatta.

MEET THE ASSISTANT COACHES- BRENDAN McEWAN and JACOB ROSEN, Ph. D

experience at the University of San Diego and the 
Seattle Rowing Center. He lives in Torrance with his 
wife and three young sons.

Coach Hoadley has - in short order - hired two top 
assistant coaches: Brendan McEwan and Jacob Rosen 
Ph.D.  You will be impressed when you read the 
backgrounds of these Coaches, which are included in 
the pages that follow and are now posted on the FOUR 
website at http://www.uclamensrowing.com/coaches.

On his first day, Coach Hoadley inventoried the 
equipment and provided a detailed written analysis 
entitled “Our Aging Fleet.”  You will see some of the 
details in the pages that follow, including a review of 
the existing boathouse facility. Coach Hoadley also 
immediately reached out to some of the top coaches in 
California in order establish relationships with the 
UCLA program.  He is a planner who executes.  Within 
his first two weeks, Coach Hoadley was out on the 
launch with the Orange Coast Crew Coach Cam 
Brown.  

Our focus now turns to laying the financial 
groundwork and revamping the operations of the 
FOUR Board of Directors.  For instance, after eight 
years, Sheila Parker Tolle (`78) stepped down as the 
Editor-in-Chief of Strokewatch, and this is Editor Kyle 
Knoll’s first edition.  Rodd Talebi (`14) continues his 
work on our website, found at: uclamensrowing.com/
four/.  Expect a further reworking of our social media 
this season. 

After much debate, the Board, with the input of 
Robert “Fritz” Frassetto, Chris Cole, Barton Carter, 
Norm Witt, and Kevin Still, is completing the revisions 
to FOUR’s Articles & Bylaws.  Anticipate a dynamic 
reorganization with more new faces and greater 
representation drawn from our decades’ of oarsmen to 
come. 

Plans for the new UCLA Aquatic Center and 
Boathouse are underway with preliminary permitting 
in progress.  Laura Adler provides the guidance to our 
FOUR Board as the project begins. 

Now, an overhaul of recognition, awards, naming 
opportunities, and pledges, with the recent creation of 
our Julian Wolf Award symbolizing the gracious, driven 
Spirit of UCLA Crew. 

You will receive phone calls and letters asking to 
lend an assisting hand, whether as a volunteer of time 
or with a contribution that will fund this program that 
has enriched all of our lives. 

Your thoughts and suggestions are always welcome. 
I may be easily reached on my mobile phone (916) 
396-4266 and email (wpalmer@palmercorp.com). You 
have an open invitation to attend our regular monthly 
Board meetings – just let me know. 

My best to you and your family. 

William W. Palmer ‘85, volunteer President of FOUR.

Jacob Rosen is a professor of medical robotics and the 
director of the Bionics Lab at the Department of 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering (MAE) with joint 
appointments with the Department of Surgery and the 
Department of Bioengineering, University of California, 
Los Angeles (UCLA). His research interests focus on 
medical robotics, biorobotics, human centered robotics, 
surgical robotics, wearable robotics, rehabilitation 
robotics, neural control, and human-machine interface. 
He was a member of the Israeli National Rowing team 
from 1981 to 1992 during his college studies and military service.

Find full bios of all of 
our coaches at 
uclamensrowing.com
/coaches
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National Team 
($5,000+) 
Barry Berkett ’74  
Kevin Curran ’75 
Mary Gray (Julian Wolf ’47) 
John Nelson ’81 
Robert Newman ’68 

IRA Champ 
($2,000 to $4,999) 
Joel Breman ’58 
Brendan Busse (parent) 
David Grant ’86 
Duncan Henderson ’71 
Jeffrey Huckaby 
Michael Karp 
Tim Powers ’77 
Kevin Still ’83 
Sheila Parker Tolle ’78 

Pac12 Champ 
($1,000 to $1,999): 
Anonymous 
Stephen Bohlmann ’75 
Derrick Bushman 
Scott Case  ’82 
Robert Frassetto ’78 
Nancy Graves  
     (W. Graves ’53) 
Charles Jackson ’72 
Kerns Family (parent) 
Mark Klein ’90 
Bruce Kroyer ’75 
John Lopuch ’68 
Richard Maire ’80 
Mark Minich ’77 
Laurence Muenter ’54 
Terry Oftedal ’70 
William Palmer ’85 
Edward Phelan ’72 
Robert Sitzman ’60 
Geoff Strand ’71 
Norm Witt ’75 
Yen Family (parent) 

Varsity Boat 
($500 to $999): 
Patrick Barnes ’61 
Lawrence Bennigson ’60 
Edward Bold ’59 
Mark Breeding ’75 
Walter Brennan ’70 
William Brilliant ’98 
Barton Carter ’94 
David Cooke (parent) 
Steve Dalzell ’85 

John DeFede ’77 
Dietrich Family (parent) 
John DiPol ’77 
Brian Donnelly (parent) 
David Fahrner ’82 
Mark Fall ’83 
Evan Faucher ’05 
Jacob Harker ’02 
Richard Hartnack ’67 
Steven Kokoda ’75 
Jeffrey Horner (parent) 
Charles Hughes ’84 
Ted F. Humphrey ’86 
Inserra Family (parent) 
Andrew Jacobs ’75 
Clare Jarvis ’70 
James Jorgensen ’70 
Brian Knapp ’83 
Ariel Maffei ’05 
Christopher Metz 
Robert A. Nelson ’62 
Jamie Sadler (parent) 
Scott Sayler ’77 
Kevin Sherwood ’80 
Brad Stapleton ’08 
Sherman Spitz 
Kina Turner (Kerry ’78) 
Friends of UCI Rowing 
Guy Weaser ’78 
Steven Wolf ’64 
Todd Wulffson ’86 
Benevity Community 
Impact Fund Microsoft 

Blue Chip Recruit 
(to $499): 
Blake Addeman ’14 
Alter Family (parent) 
Leopold Andreoli ’80  
Anonymous 
John Armstrong (parent) 
David Arnold ’82 
Avjean Family (parent) 
Rita Bakalar 
Bob Baldwin ’80 
Robert Barry ’76 
Jeffrey Baus ’59 
Barry Bilder 
Binder Family (parent) 
Alex Blaseio ’09 
David Boldt 
Kurt Boyd ’74 
Geoffrey Bremer ’77 
Carol Brown 
Bushman Family (parent) 
Robert Butler 

Jerry Cacciotti 
Joseph Carlson ’82 
Sandra Carrigg 
Cesario Family (parent) 
Richard Choi 
Sandy Chong 
Daniel Clark ’80 
Sheffield Clarke (parent) 
Martin Cooke 
John Cooper ’57 
Ryn Corbiel ’74 
Patrick Cotter ’84 
Matthew Curto 
Harry Daglas ’82 
John Daglas ’81 
Brooks Dagman ’85 
Patrick Delaney ’53 
Paul Donnelly 
Dudley Family (parent) 
Todd Dwelle ’90 
James Everett ’75 
Fred Feldman ’61 
Rhonda Foster 
John Frederick (parent) 
Philip Goulding ’73 
Martin Graham ’55 
Charles Haughey ’72 
Scott Hays 
Duvall Hecht (coach) 
Heer Family (parent) 
Matthew Henderson ’03 
Horner Family (parent) 
William Houghton ’55 
Diane Hubener 
Ted F Humphrey 
Gordon Hunter ’64 
Linda Hurst 
David Janes 
Craig Johnson ’81 
Thomas Keller ’05 
Deborah Kennedy 
Mary King 
Bryan Kitch ’05 
Kline Family (parent) 
Marshall Knight ’09 
Arthur Kochman ’53 
Brian Konish ’78 
Koskey Family 
Frank Kovac ’80 
Eric Landoll ’06 
Douglas Large ’72 
Thomas Larson ’74 
Jeffrey Latham ’13 
Craig Leeds ’76 
Lowell Linden ’60 
Guy Lochhead ’69 

Fred Lonsdale 
Thomas Lumsden ’74 
Patrick Lynch ’87 
Pete Marchewka ’70 
Heidi Mathys 
McAteer Family (parent) 
Kim Medina ’72 
Andrew Metz ’15 
Michael Meyer 
Lee Miller (coach) 
Barton Morrison ’64 
Jane Mulfinger (parent) 
Annette Murdaca 
July Nichols 
Brad Norris (parent) 
Larry Offner ’76 
Gregory Oppegard ’91 
Anthony Osmundson ’62 
Richard Paritzky 
Donald Pierro ’76 
Deborah Post 
Justin Price ’06 
Walter Reinhard  
Rhee Family (parent) 
Charles Rinck ’76 
Gregory Rinehart ’86 
Keith Roberts 
Russell Rowell ’82 
Carlene Salonites ’83 
Kane Schaller ’98 
Glenn Sherman ’74 
Daniel Shumow 
Benjamin Sigman 
James Sims ’66 
Pam Singh ’03 
Robert Sire ’78 
Peter Sokolove ’85 
Sherman Spitz ’74 
Jeff Stapleton 
Starbucks Corporation 
Mike Still ’86 
Stoney Family Trust 
Craig Tilson ’80 
Briton Turner ’43 
Thomas Turner 
Kirk Urata ’85 
Lynne Welch ’55 
Glenn Wetzel ’78 
Kirk Wojno 
Eleanor Wolf 
Helen Wong 
Michael Yraceburn 
Peter Zandbergen 
Arthur Zey ’05 

THANK YOU FOR ALL OF THE 2015-16 SEASON 
DONATIONS! TOTAL: $123, 962.58 

Donations from July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016
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A CALL TO ACTION: WE ARE LOOKING TO SUPPORT OUR PROUD (BUT 
AGING) FLEET

All successful rowing clubs understand the 
critical importance of maintaining a current and 
up to date fleet. Given the high value of the 
items, creating a long term plan is the key step 
to ensure that future generations are not left 
paying the price for a past errors in this area. A 
famous coach from UCLA once said that failing 
to prepare is preparing to fail.

Key Principles of the Scheme

The replacement scheme must be designed to 
support the continual upkeep of the fleet, to maintain 
a safe fleet that will not negatively impact on racing 
performances or training opportunities.

The scheme will plan for the ongoing 
replacement and refreshing of UCLA boats so 
that future years are not faced with a large bulk 
financial burden.

The Ideal Fleet needs to accommodate the new 
small boat racing opportunities of Club Racing and the 

International rowing aspirations of current student-
athletes.
The Ideal Fleet is viewed as follows:

The Championship Fleet is based on boats 
required to compete at the Pac 12 rowing 
championships and at WIRA. A boat is no longer 
defined of Championship Fleet quality when it is 
older than 8 years old.

The Training Fleet should have no boat older 
than 16 years old. A Training Fleet boat is an older 
boat that is kept for specific use with younger, slower, 
or less skilled athletes, and would be always deemed 
unsuitable or too unreliable to race in.

Boats older than 16 years old should be considered 
as too draining on the club’s time and energy in 
maintenance and repairs to be acceptable in a program 
with aspirations to win Championship races. 
Annual Cost of maintaining the Ideal Fleet.
Given the Key Principles outlined above, we can easily 
assess the annual level of investment required to 
maintain an Ideal Fleet. This should be considered as 
the minimum annual amount to be spent on 
Equipment each season. As calculated below, the 
budget of each season needs to include $53,000 of 

equipment costs.For the Major items this works out 
roughly as a new eight every two years, and new four, 
pair and single every four years.

However, the Ideal Fleet Replacement Scheme can 
not be immediately adopted without viewing the 
current state of the fleet. 

The exact details of the fleet were recorded in a 
stocktake in the first week of September 2016, and can 
be seen in the Appendix available on the website. Of 
concern is that the average age of the entire fleet 
is over 16 years, and there are 6 boats which are 
older than any of the current athletes. Some 
recent purchases have been critical in keeping the 
Fleet current, and now we need to make a more 
thorough plan as to what we need to be looking to buy 
over the next five years, so that the Replacement Plan 
can then be adopted as quickly as possible.

The ideal plan for this year: 
Purchase two New Coxed Fours
Purchase two recently manufactured (<5 years old) 
convertible Pair/Doubles. 

The preferred suggestion is we choose either 
Pocock or Vespoli made boats for the Fours, and Sykes 
for the Pairs, in order to keep fleet differences to a 
minimum.
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 The Julian Wolf Award pays tribute to a rowing official in the USA that stood apart from 
the rest in his/her contribution to rowing in the past year. It is based upon one, several,  or all 
of the following: outstanding performance, dedication, heroic acts or outstanding  
contributions to officiating. The winner is selected by five past Wolf award winners. Sheila 
Parker Tolle ’78 is the recipient of this year’s award. 
 A USRowing referee since 1980 and a lead referee in the southwest region, Sheila Parker 
Tolle has averaged 15 regatta days a year for over a decade. In her career so far, Parker Tolle has 
chiefed more than 20 regattas including the 2016 NCAA Women’s Rowing Championships. 
Parker Tolle has worked as a FISA umpire for 13 years and currently serves as a FISA 
Candidate Sub-Committee Member. 
 Parker Tolle began her rowing career as the UCLA coxswain from 1974-1978 before coxing 
the Harvard Business School Crew for two years. Still active from her northern California 
home, Parker Tolle serves as a member on FOUR’s Board of Directors. Hailed for her ability to 
manage the start tower, Parker Tolle leads by example and is a model for the next generation of 
referees.    -excerpted from USRowing

SCHEME, QUANTIFIED
FALL, 2016

BRUIN EXCELLENCE ON A NATIONAL STAGE: USROWING AWARDS SHEILA PARKER 
TOLLE THE JULIAN WOLF AWARD AT 2016 ANNUAL CONVENTION 

The annual estimated cost of maintaining the fleet according to the Replacement Scheme

A boat class-specific replacement plan for the next 5 years
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A VISION FOR THE FUTURE: HOW YOU CAN HELP RENEW OUR BOATHOUSE 
CULTURE

Remember when you saw your name go up on the 
Letterman Board? It hasn’t been updated since the 

mid 1980’s!!! 
As someone who had heard and read a lot about the 

program before arriving at the boathouse, the key thing 
that stood out to me is the lack of a ‘beating heart’ for 
the UCLA Men’s team. My vision is for there to be a 
single spot in the boathouse where a new Freshman, a 
High School Recruit or even a visiting Alumni can stand 
and get a sense that they are at the epicenter or beating 
heart of the UCLA Men’s program.
 How good would it be to stand at the end of the boat 

bay, looking out through the open doors to the 
distant ocean horizon with its sense of possibility 

and hope, while a mere look over the shoulder shows 
you that there have been generations of athletes who 
stood in the same spot, had similar dreams and then 

went onto achieve them? 
The knowledge that those same alumni now have your 
back as you look to write the next chapter in UCLA 
history is something important that needs to reflected.

Currently the heritage and significant memorabilia 
of the program are spread across different rooms, boxes 
and walls, and it is hard to arrive at the boathouse and 
get any sense of the magnitude of the rich and proud 
history behind the program. I would like to change the 
coach’s storage office into a small Hall of Fame Trophy 
room, which can inspire the current rowers, and provide 
a destination for Alumni to visit and relive old memories.

I have spoken to Erinn McMahan, and we have his 
approval to make the changes outlined below. I hope the 
Alumni are keen to adopt and support this project 
through to completion. The MAC Junior program are 
also keen to support our changes, and the current UCLA 
athletes have already been busy opening boxes and 
seeing what old photos and artifacts are hiding away in 
storage.

Coaches Office 
It is a small space, so the plan is simple.
Paint and prepare the room so that it is obviously a 

respected and important space.
Install a custom built trophy cabinet for all the major 
trophies that are currently stored outside the bathrooms.
Repair and restore all the old pictures and hang them on 
all the remaining wall space in the office.

Put in a nice desk and filing cabinet, so all future 
archives have a place that they can be kept safely, and 
current athletes and coaches can also use the space to 
talk with recruits and current athletes.

Change the door to one made of glass, so that even 
when the office is locked and empty, people can see the 
trophies inside.

Boat Bay Area 
In the men’s boat bay, we now have been granted the 

entire back wall to utilize. MAC Juniors photos etc will 
move out of this space into where the current UCLA 
Men’s trophy cabinet sits. Already Erinn McMahan has 
offered several old pennants and photos that he had been 
keeping in storage, and we can now consolidate all these 
types of items that might not be suitable for the trophy 
cabinet into the same area. A space will be kept for a 
noticeboard for the current team to use, and we can also 
research creating honor boards that reflect the recent 
history of the program as well as history from last 
century, as it seems there are no photos on the wall 
younger than 1990. It is this area that I hope can be the 
‘beating heart’ of our operations and a great place for 
new rowers to enter the boathouse and UCLA Rowing 
family.

Letterman Board 
This was last updated in the mid 1980’s, and I would 

like to reignite this honors system and fill in the missing 
years as best we can. Given our program is no longer 
Varsity, I would suggest we look at a new criteria that 
reflects a similar level of achievement and includes all 
the worthy Club athletes of the last 30 years.
This board is big, and so moving it into the Men’s Bay 
would be ideal but difficult. Possibly we actually 
duplicate the current board with a smaller version and 
leave this one in place for now.

Any and all material donations are greatly 
appreciated! Take advantage of this opportunity to 
refresh and rebuild a culture of success at our 
boathouse. 

Anyone interested in donating photos, banners or 
any other UCLA Men’s Rowing memorabilia is 
invited to contact Coach Simon at 
shoadley@recreation.ucla.edu. 

mailto:shoadley@recreation.ucla.edu
mailto:shoadley@recreation.ucla.edu


Current Funding: Today each UCLA oarsman must pay 
roughly $1500 per year to row.  This figure covers 
approximately half of the per-oarsman cost of equipment, 
travel, salaries, uniforms, etc.  The balance of the annual 
operating budget must be made up with contributions from 
donors.  To ensure the young men who want to row have 
the same rich rowing experience we had, you can help by 
sponsoring an oarsman for a year through a donation of 
$1200. 

Future Funding:  One of the most important functions 
of FOUR is building an endowment. A gift to the 
Endowment will provide for the program in perpetuity. 

How You Can Donate:  
Online:  You can give online by clicking the link “GIVE 
NOW” in the upper right corner of our website at 
www.uclamensrowing.com.  

By Check/Mail: All checks should be made payable to 
"UCLA Foundation," please indicate on the memo portion 
of your check either: 

• Men’s Crew Current Expenditure Account 
• Men’s Crew Endowment  
Mail to:  Friends of UCLA Men's Rowing 
 c/o Kevin Still  
 5 Ivy Place  
 Hartsdale, NY 10530  
You will be mailed a receipt from The UCLA Foundation 
specifying the amount and specific fund designated.  Please 
verify that your donation was directed according to your 
wishes.

ABOUT FOUR AND YOUR CONTRIBUTION

Friends of UCLA Men’s Rowing  
c/o Kyle Knoll 
8101 Fordham Road 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 

FOUR is a non-profit organization as defined in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code (Tax Identification No. 95-3426607) and is 
affiliated with the UCLA Alumni Association.  Operational and endowment funds raised by FOUR become part of the UCLA Foundation. Your 
donations are tax deductible. 

The Friends of UCLA Men's Rowing (FOUR) provides financial support and assistance to the UCLA Men's Crew. The Men's Crew is wholly 
self-financed by oarsmen, alumni, and friends.  For the program to continue to grow and prosper, it is vital that new sources of revenue be 

found.

http://www.uclamensrowing.com
http://www.uclamensrowing.com

